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The infinite quantity, the real-life drama and the player's control are the factors that the attraction does not miss by The Sims Mobile MOD APK. Table of Contents [Show]NameThe Sims MobilePackagecom.ea.gp.simsmobileThe Publishing HouseElectronic ArtsConttures24.0.105454Size111M Limited EDITION Features Money/Simoleons [Details]RequestAndroid 4.1The Sims
Mobile is an all-new version of the super-hit series The Sims, where you freely create your characters and control their daily lives in a vast world, using artificial intelligence. We spent days and nights recently on this game, and asked ourselves some questions: Should we spend hours carefully creating our virtual character version – from the shape and color of the iguish to the
fancy clothes? And in this colorful and fun city, how should we decorate our dream home - is it necessary to take into account that when choosing towel drying prices and dining room chairs, should we worry if the white paint in the bedroom is too white, and whether the carpet on the floor is too cumbersome? This game is a natural development of the virtual pet game genre,
where you can create your own virtual characters before you immerse themselves in their daily lives. Like any reality show, you only have to see other people play though - partly because the characters have excellent emotional expression - but it will be even more attractive if you join the game. Enjoy customizing the Sim character and your home We must admit that we are a
little attracted to the sims world. But how can I blame it, because this is the smoothest, most feature-taking and most eye-catching mobile version of this series ever? The depth of the game is clear from the moment you create your first character. You are a coffee expert with bulging cheeks and green skin, specializing in squinting stones with people, or a tough guy with gray hair
who likes spicy food and DJ talents. You play the role of a nice quiet person, The invisible friend or even the unpleasant evil, specializes in creating visions and disasters for your pathetic Sim character to solve. Interaction with other Sim characters The gameplay of this game is strangely similar to Avakin Life and Home Street. And when Sim characters do daily activities - cleaning
their homes, chatting with neighbors, going to work in hospitals, cafes and physical centers - they also get the opportunity to develop themselves. When performing the work, the characters will earn money and level up, thereby adding new skills and items, from interior items to completely new behavior. Just like that, continuing to repeat and explore the world of The Sims, the Sim
characters will also reach age and retirement age, then their characteristics become genetic again for the next generation in the family. The son of a music teacher can form a famous rock band, the daughter of a yoga teacher who can form her own dance studio. These are very interesting options, which will keep you constantly back to the game. The Sims Mobile also has a pretty
interesting social element, so you can invite your friends' Sim characters to play or play at home. You also meet others at major events such as Speed-Dating in the Park. The feature invites friends to turn this game into an indisputable exchange opportunity, with a little competition for more attractions. And if you want to change your habits, create a different character and give
them different jobs and interests to increase the fun – or bring a friend, maybe a roommate or competitors, to communicate with each other. Infinite Money: Although attractive, this game still has a few disappointing points. Like the real world, we really need money to be able to live comfortably. And if you really need a great relaxing hideaway, try starting with the Unlimited Money
MOD version of the game. How to useAfe complete the tutorial, buy no furniture and you will get a lot of money! Download The Sims Mobile MOD APK game for Android, even though you've been playing The Sims for many years liňn, hay mới chňp chňng bước vào thň giới ňo nhiňu sňu này, bňn cŋng sẽ nhanh chóng cňm thŷy lôi cuňn bňn phiên di đng ňng ňy sáng tňo này. Và
thŋi điểm hiňn tňi, The Sims Mobile đã hỗ trợ cho cň 2 nňn tňng iOS và Android. Bňn đã sňn sàng để được sňng trong mňt thňt giới tuyňt vŋi hooi chňa? If someone asks you what the best simulator mobile game is, say The Sims The Sim is undoubtedly the most famous brand of simulation games. As long as people have a little passion for this genre, they will definitely try this
game once. So far, when people use smartphones more than PCs, a version of The Sims Mobile is something everyone needs. This is an official EA product, so you can be sure that you will enjoy 100% of the best. Coming to the game, players will build a city according to their ideas. The people here are also creatures that you create based on what you love. Feel free to show off
your creativity and have fun with entertainment. Build a society where you own a difference in this game compared to products of the same genre is that you manage all aspects of society. First, the player will try to build the city so that it becomes a busy, rich place. You have all the ingredients needed to do this. However, to get enough capital to develop a city you need to manage
the people and get them to create resources. Because of this, it brings another aspect to worry about. The citizens who live in your city will need a lot of care. They need you to come up with the right policies and take care of your private life as well. These people are called Sims, the units are essential to creating all your value. Create lots of Sims for your city For other points, you
can only create a few characters. They will develop the points you need to pay attention to. With The Sims ™ Mobile, however, players can create as many characters as possible. You have to do your best to design everything to make these characters special. Each of them has to do a different job. The diversity of careers allows these people to create a diverse and vibrant
economic ecosystem. The more diverse the ecosystem, the more prosperous your city will develop. Players can freely customize their characters by adding their own properties. First of all, when you create a character, they only have the body, not the identity. You have to add gigs for them, such as hairstyles, outfits, makeup, and accessories, ... They all have free templates that
can come together to create unique combinations. However, there are features that are not available that you need to buy. Later, when living conditions are better, you buy them freely in the store. In addition, players can meet their fashion preferences by Fashion stores. Then join the famous designer Izzy Fabulous to get the most beautiful fashion collection. Sims have always
wanted to own a cozy home One of the goals you play The Sims Mobile is to give Sims a perfect home. Characters who build have different purposes to make money. After a long day at work, they need a house to rest. This is another side of the game that you need to take care of. If the Sims are happy in this house, they will make more money. Players can use the money they
own to buy more materials to decorate their homes. Your home will have many different rooms that serve many different purposes. That's why you'll be provided with lots of interior appliances. You need the living room very formally to welcome the guests you love. The kitchen should make it so convenient, or the bedroom should be fully equipped with amenities to make it
comfortable. In addition, the characters you control can be used in different places. Take them to unique places to play, such as fashion studios, restaurants and nightclubs. Meet other Sims for a healthy community Of course, with current online trends, The Sims™ Mobile can also communicate with friends connected over the Internet. Let's do the quests together to receive
valuable gifts. Participating in healthy communities will also help you learn how to decorate their home. Even players can find romantic relationships. The Sims Mobile vs. The Sims FreePlay: What's the difference? If you look at it, you can see that these two games are incredibly similar. However, you should know that The Sims Mobile is the complete version developed by Maxis
and EA. You say The Sims Mobile is a combined version of The Sims 4 on PC and Freeplay on mobile devices. Some things are also refreshed and added, such as creating and customizing a Sim in more detail, building houses and playing online with friends. This is a good quality simulation game, easy to play, is worth a try. The Sims Mobile is the virtual world to customize your
real world. Take advantage and experience. Experience.
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